Field probes are miniature receiver coils with localized NMR-active samples inside. They are useful in monitoring magnetic field. This information can be used to improve magnetic resonance image quality. While field probes are coupled to each other marginally in most applications, this coupling can cause incorrect resonance frequency estimates and image reconstruction errors. Here, we propose a method to reduce the coupling between field probes in order to improve the accuracy of magnetic field estimation. An asymmetric sensitivity matrix describing the coupling between channels of field probes and NMR active droplets within field probes was empirically measured. Localized signal originating from each probe was derived from the product of the inverse of the sensitivity matrix and the coupled probe measurements. This method was used to estimate maps of dynamic magnetic fields in diffusion weighted MRI. The estimated fields using decoupled probe measurement led to images more robust to eddy currents caused by diffusion sensitivity gradients along different directions.
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. They are useful in estimating spatiotemporal magnetic field distributions in MRI experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] . Previous studies demonstrated that field probes can be used to measure the k-space trajectory 2, 3 , estimate magnetic fields generated by heart beating and breathing 5, 6 , track motion 7 , correct artifacts in diffusion weighed imaging 8 , and characterize gradient system 9 . To estimate a magnetic field map, we need to use multiple field probes, each of which should be only sensitive to the magnetic field at the close proximity of a probe. To obtain such localized probe measurements, the coupling between probes needs to be minimized. Imperfect decoupling between probes causes systematic mixing of NMR signals from probes at different locations. As the magnetic field mapping is directly built upon the association between physical locations of individual probes and their NMR signals, NMR signal mixing among probes causes incorrect signal-location association and ultimately erroneous estimates of magnetic field distributions. Minimizing the signal mixing (good decoupling) has been suggested as the key to obtain high quality images using a multi-channel receiver coil array 10 . This can be done by appropriate overlapping between neighboring receiver coils, adding cable traps 11 , and using low input impedance pre-amplifiers 12 . The problem of residual RF coupling between probes has previously been reported 5 . However, to the best of our knowledge, the effect of coupled field probes and the strategy to decouple field probes have not been systematically studied.
Practically, the coupling in a field probe array is smaller than that in a receiver coil array because: i) the micro RF coil in each probe has a much smaller size, and ii) the separation between field probes are larger (considering the relative distance in terms of coil separation and coil size). However, probe coupling still exists due to parasitic capacitance to the common ground or cross-talk between transmission lines connected to probes 1, 13, 14 . In fact, the coupling can originate from any location along the RF pathway, including RF cabinet, coaxial cables, and circuit boards.
To explain how the coupled signal between probes affect the magnetic field estimation, in this paper, we mathematically described how the coupling among probes causes oscillatory instantaneous frequency estimates at each probe. Such oscillation can lead to erroneous magnetic field estimates and inaccurate image reconstruction. To , we propose a decoupling method using a sensitivity matrix to characterize the coupling between channels of field probes and NMR-active droplets within receive-only field probes. This method allows us to separate the measured field probe signal into the component originating from its own and the component originating from other probes. With the explicit description on how these two components are mixed using an empirically measured sensitivity matrix, we can minimize the probe coupling by multiplying the inversion of this sensitivity matrix to coupled probe measurements in order to obtain decoupled probe signals. The performance of this method was first demonstrated by reducing the erroneously estimated oscillatory magnetic field when a time-invariant gradient field was applied. We then applied probe decoupling to diffusion weighted images to correct eddy current artifacts. Note that applying diffusion sensitive gradients along different directions leads to different eddy currents. Consequently, differently distorted images are typically generated when the diffusion weighted gradients in different directions are used. However, with the magnetic field estimated from decoupled probes, effects of eddy currents can be accurately accounted for in the reconstructed images, which show more invariant structure across measurements using diffusion weighted gradients in different directions.
Theory
Behaviors of coupled field probes. To study the effect of probe coupling, we started from the simplest case, where a finite coupling exists between two probes such that the micro RF coil in one probe (probe 1) can receive NMR signals from the NMR-active droplets from both itself (probe 1) and the other probe (probe 2). The NMR signals from probes 1 and 2 oscillate at frequency ω 1 and ω 2 with signal strength s 1 and s 2 , respectively. η is the coupling strength between two micro RF coils. The received signal at probe 1 is:
Its instantaneous phase φ(t) of the received signal is
s s
The instantaneous frequency estimated from the temporal derivative of the instantaneous phase is: . Accordingly, the instantaneous frequency is approximated as: . However, this oscillation can become negligible if the coupling is greatly reduced (η ≪ 1).
While we only derived the behavior of two coupled probes, the coupling between many probes can also be derived accordingly to show that the coupling between probes causes oscillation in the instantaneous frequency estimate at each probe. The instantaneous frequency of the NMR signal from a probe within a probe array with coupling among them is approximated as: where ω i , s i and η i denote precession frequency, signal strength, and coupling strength of probe i, respectively. This oscillatory instantaneous frequency in turn leads to oscillatory magnetic field estimate. Image correction based on these magnetic field estimates are thus incorrect. Taken together, decoupled probe measurements should provide more accurate estimates of local magnetic field strength to facilitate more accurate image reconstruction.
Field probe decoupling. Here we described the procedure to decouple probes empirically. The location for the i th probe (1 ≤ i ≤ n) was denoted by the coordinates r i . n denotes the total number of probes. r i can be estimated from the image reconstructed by data received at the micro-RF coil of the i th probe C i :
After estimating locations of all probes, a sensitivity matrix S, where the element S ij denotes the coupled NMR signal to field probe i from field probe j, can be constructed:
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Note that the S matrix is neither a noise covariance matrix nor symmetric. The ij th component of the S matrix denotes the sensitivity of the receiving channel of the i th field probe to the droplet at the j th field probe. The sensitivity matrix S is not a symmetric matrix in general, because there is no reason to constrain that the sensitivity of the receiving channel of the j th field probe to the droplet of i th field probe is identical to the sensitivity of the receiving channel of the i th field probe to the droplet of j th field probe. The signals originating from droplets of field probes can be recovered by:
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where p was a column vector denoting the decoupled probe signals.  p was a column vector denoting measured probe signals.
In this study, we used a probe array with 24 probes distributed over a plane (see Method below). We acquired gradient echo (GRE) images covering all field probes (flip angle = 25°, resolution = 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm, TE/ TR = 10/100 ms) to estimate the sensitivity matrix S. Note that the image resolution was set after considering the size of the droplet within each probe, the required accuracy of probe localization, and Gibb's ringing artifacts.
Dynamic magnetic field estimation. After field probe decoupling, we dynamically estimated the local magnetic field by the phase change between two consecutively acquired NMR signal p j (t i+1 ) and p j (t i ) at probe j: where t i denotes the time of acquiring the i th sample, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and b j denotes the magnetic field estimate at probe j. The function arg gives the polar angle of a complex number. The dynamic magnetic field map at the imaging plane was estimated by fitting b j (t i ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, to a 2D spatial polynomial. Specifically, coefficients for the polynomial were estimated by the following optimization problem:
where q denotes the highest order of the spatial polynomial used in the estimation. In this study, we used q = 4 to allow a large degree of freedom in characterizing the magnetic field distribution using 24 probes. The estimated q th -order magnetic field map at acquisition time point t i is:
Results
Simulation studies of signal coupling in the gradient waveform, magnetic field estimate. Probe coupling can affect the estimated magnetic field. Such effects can further propagate to gradient waveform, and trajectory estimates. Consider a theoretical case, where probes are fully coupled. In this case, all probes provide the same measurements. Consequently, only the 0 th -order (constant) magnetic field can be estimated with zero effect on the gradient waveform and trajectory estimation. To examine how probe coupling affects the magnetic field, gradient waveform, and trajectory estimates in more practical scenarios, we simulated EPI gradient waveform estimated with zero coupling (the ideal case) and with empirically measured coupling between probes. Fig. 1 shows the estimated gradient waveforms of one EPI readout at different gradient strengths. We found that the higher the gradient strength, the larger oscillation in the estimated gradient waveform. Because a higher gradient strength results in a larger difference in the precessing frequency between coupled probes. And a larger difference in the precessing frequency causes a larger oscillation in the estimated magnetic field in one probe (Eq. [4] ), which in turn leads to a larger oscillation in the estimated gradient waveform. Table 1 lists that the mean error in magnetic field estimates increased as the gradient strength increased. This error also increased as a higher order polynomial was used, presumably because the fitting error scaled with the number of parameters to be fitted. The mean error in accumulated phase estimates also increased as the gradient strength increased.
Signals coupling in the gradient waveform, magnetic field estimates, and k-space trajectories using empirical data. Figure 2B shows the sensitivity matrix S of the 24 channel probe array for probe decoupling. The mean absolute value of diagonal terms was 0.97 and the mean absolute value of off-diagonal terms was 0.025, which was 2.6% of the average of diagonal terms. Without any probe connected to the 24-channel RF system, there was still prominent coupling between channels ( Fig. 2C ; maximum off-diagonal elements = 0.11, and average off-diagonal elements = 0.015). This demonstrates that the system had non-negligible intrinsic coupling between RF channels. Note that this coupling matrix is different from the S matrix for probe decoupling. The estimated magnetic fields during one EPI readout from one single probe were shown in Fig. 2D , which includes three cases: i) with only this single probe and no other 23 probes. This case was considered the "best' probe decoupling. ii) 24 coupled probes, and iii) 24 decoupled probes. During the plateau period of the readout, the magnetic field estimated from coupled field probes oscillated at a higher amplitude (peak-to-peak 0.14 mT) than from decoupled (peak-to-peak 0.02 mT) field probes. Probe decoupling suppressed the oscillation by 7 folds. This phenomenon can be explained by Eqs [4] and [5] . Note that, the oscillation observed here is not purely sinusoidal, potentially because this probe coupled to more than one probes. The average of the absolute value of the difference in the magnetic field estimated by coupled field probes and by a single probe was 0.063 mT. This difference became 0.010 mT after probe decoupling. Such 6-fold suppression of oscillation quantified the effect of probe decoupling. The k-space trajectories deviation between the designed and the measured k x and k y EPI trajectories using coupled and decoupled field probes without diffusion sensitive gradient were shown in Fig. 3 . These differences were caused by fast switching gradients in the EPI sequence, and illustrated the effect of eddy current in conventional EPI data collection and image reconstruction. The periodic oscillation was found with amplitude around 20 radian/m and 5 radian/m in the k x and k y axis, respectively. For an ideal gradient system, this deviation should be zero at all time instants. The k-space trajectories estimated from coupled field probes had clear high frequency oscillations. On the other hand, such oscillation has dramatically reduced in the k-space trajectory estimates using decoupled field probes. Such fast oscillations k-space trajectory is not physically likely, considering the gradient coil was driven in a much lower frequency.
The k-space trajectories estimated with and without applying diffusion sensitive gradient using coupled or decoupled probes in diffusion weighted imaging were shown in Fig. 4 . Note that both trajectories were affected by the same eddy current caused by EPI acquisition gradient. Thus the difference between trajectory estimates was solely due to eddy current caused by diffusion sensitive gradients. Similar to Fig. 3 , the measured trajectories using coupled field probes showed high frequency oscillations, which was physically unlikely. The eddy current caused by diffusion sensitive gradients led to a smooth shift of the k-space trajectory. Using decoupled probes, we estimated that this shift was no less than 8 radian/m and can be as strong as 25 radian/m.
Diffusion weighted images.
The reconstructed diffusion weighted images Ix, Iy, and Iz with only the x-, y-and z-directional diffusion sensitive gradients, respectively, were shown in Fig. 5 in the unit of SNR. They were diffusion weighted images reconstructed with empirically measured trajectory, with empirically measured trajectory and post-processing, with coupled field probes, with coupled field probes and low-pass filtering, and with decoupled field probes. The images appeared visually similar.
To better visualize the reconstruction errors using coupled or decoupled field probes, we took difference images between two diffusion weighted images with their diffusion sensitive gradients in two different directions (Fig. 6) . Note that the difference images were divided by the highest value of the Ix for visual inspection purpose. Ideally, the phantom has no structure sensitive to any particular direction. Thus such difference images should have zero pixel values everywhere. Quantitatively, mean differences were 3.36%, 4.81%, 3.86% for |Ix -Iy|/ max(Ix), |Ix -Iz|/max(Ix) and |Iz -Iy|/max(Ix) using empirically measured trajectory, respectively. Mean differences became 3.18%, 3.33%, 2.71% for |Ix -Iy|/max(Ix), |Ix -Iz|/max(Ix) and |Iz -Iy|/max(Ix) after ECMOCO post-processing, respectively. Mean differences dropped to 2.83%, 2.77%, 2.26% using coupled field probes without low-pass filtering, and 2.58%, 2.06%, 1.83% using coupled field probes with low-pass filtering, respectively. Finally, using decoupled field probes, the mean differences were 2.17%, 1.77%, 1.59%, respectively. These differences were smaller than results from coupled probes with and without low-pass filtering. Note that during error quantification, the same mask was applied to all images.
Comparing to the uncorrected apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) image (Fig. 7A) , the ECMOCO-corrected ADC image reduced unlikely high ADC values at the boundary of tube structures inside the phantom (the red arrow in Fig. 7B ). This suggested that the ADC images reconstructed from diffusion sensitive gradients along different directions were likely distorted due to the eddy current.
These artifacts were reduced when we reconstructed ADC images using the 4 th -order correction (Fig. 7C-7E ). The low-pass filtering can reduce the inhomogeneity caused by inaccurate magnetic field estimated from coupled field probes. However, the ADC map in Fig. 7E shows even more homogeneous ADC values using the magnetic field estimated from decoupled field probes. Together, we considered that correction using decoupled probes provided the best reconstruction. The standard deviations of ADC maps in /s, respectively. Lastly, we also calculated histograms of ADC maps reconstructed with different corrections. Note that the histogram from the reconstruction using decoupled probes shows the narrowest and the highest peak (Fig. 8) , suggesting that the ADC values were most centrally distributed.
Discussion
We derived the formula describing how the coupling between field probes results in oscillation in instantaneous frequency estimates. The amplitude of this oscillation is linearly proportional to the coupling strength, the difference of the precession frequency between two probes, and the ratio of their signal strengths. To overcome this coupling problem, we proposed a method to decouple field probes measurements and to improve the accuracy of dynamic magnetic field map estimation. We measured the sensitivity matrix of receiving channels of field probes, and used this information to decouple probe measurements. After this decoupling, we found that the oscillation of the estimated instantaneous frequency was reduced (Fig. 2D) . The estimated k-space trajectory was smoother without noise-like fluctuations after probe decoupling (Figs 3 and 4) . The difference image between diffusion weighted images using diffusion sensitive gradients along different direction was also reduced after probe decoupling (Fig. 6E) . Compared with reconstructions using coupled field probe data, the mean image reconstruction error using decoupled field probes decreased from 2.6% to 1.8%. Furthermore, the ADC maps were more homogeneous when reconstructed using decoupled field probes (Fig. 7C,E) . These results supported the value of probe decoupling to improve the dynamic field map estimation and to achieve more accurate image reconstruction with minimal eddy current artifacts.
The field probe coupling was not considered serious previously because cable traps can reduce the coupling 1 . Via inspection, our results also showed that images using information estimated from coupled and decoupled field probes were similar (Fig. 5C,E) . Note that the exponents of spatial harmonics in the image encoding matrix were temporal integrals of the spatial encoding magnetic field, which was related to both magnetic field gradients and eddy currents. The oscillatory behavior of the measured magnetic field was consequently greatly reduced after such temporal integration. However, compared between images with different directionally sensitive diffusion Figure 4 . The k-space trajectory differences between the trajectory without diffusion sensitive gradient and the diffusion-weighted imaging trajectories with (A) x-directional diffusion sensitive gradient only, (B) ydirectional diffusion sensitive gradient only, and (C) z-directional diffusion sensitive gradient only. Trajectories were estimated using coupled (blue traces) and decoupled (red traces) field probes.
weightings, we found that the image reconstruction error caused by eddy current from diffusion sensitive gradients was higher in average using coupled field probes (Fig. 6) .
Aside from the demonstration of the decoupled probes in diffusion weighted images reported in this study, we hypothesize that probe decoupling will be crucial in, for example, characterizing the gradient performance using an impulse response function 9 . We expected that more accurate characterization can be obtained by using decoupled field probes than using coupled field probes. This hypothetical application will be explored in the near future.
In this study, our 24 field probes were distributed over a plane. This probe arrangement was different from the 16-probe array over a volume 16 . Our 24-probe planar array was more efficient in measuring high-order spatial distributions of the magnetic field in slice-selective imaging. For example, fitting a magnetic field over a plane to a 4 th -order polynomial needs at least 15 probes on that plane, while characterizing the magnetic field over a plane with the accuracy affordable by 4 th -order polynomials using spherical harmonics needs at least 25 probes distributed over the surface of a volume. Therefore, to achieve the same accuracy in slice-selective imaging, arranging probes over a plane is more efficient in describing the magnetic field than probes arranged over the surface of a volume.
Obviously one disadvantage of our planar array is that it only characterizes the magnetic field over one single plane. We may mechanically move the planar array to characterize the magnetic field over a volume. Alternatively, further development of a planar array into 3D, such as the 64-channel probe array 17 , can alleviate this tedious procedure. In this study, we used GRE images with 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm in-plane resolution to estimate the sensitivity matrix. This spatial resolution was chosen after considering the size of the droplet within each probe, the required accuracy of probe localization, and Gibb's ringing artifacts. We would recommend using a higher spatial resolution to avoid the potential confound of the ringing artifacts related to a wider point spread function in low-resolution images.
In this study, the location of a probe was estimated from the brightest voxel in an image (Eq. [6] ). As this image was measured from coupled probes, the accuracy of the estimated probe locations can affect by probe coupling. However, this effect is rather small: considering 5 cm separation between probes, 0.5 mm spatial resolution in the image for probe location estimation, and the maximal coupling between probe of 0.1, the image pixel intensity at the probe location affected by coupling was only 0.2%. Therefore, we neglected the effect of coupled probes on probe location estimation in our study.
One alternative approach in estimating probe locations is to use constant gradient waveforms in three directions. However, to estimate the S matrix using constant gradient waveforms, a sufficiently long readout with a Figure 6 . The difference images between diffusion weighted images with diffusion sensitive gradients along different directions using (A) empirically measured trajectory, (B) empirically measured trajectory with ECMOCO post-processing, (C) coupled field probes, (D) coupled field probes with low-pass filtering, and (E) decoupled field probes. strong magnetic field gradient is required to separate signals from multiple probes, if no two probes generate the oscillatory NMR signal of the same frequency. Probe locations can be more efficiently estimated by 2D Fourier encoding.
Our probes in this study were receive-only. If probes can both transmit and receive NMR signals, we can measure the sensitivity matrix S more efficiently by transmitting RF in one probe and receiving the signal in the others. However, this requires multiple transmitters and the minimized coupling between transmitters. Here we want to emphasize that the sensitivity matrix S in this study is essentially different from the noise correlation matrix among probes. This difference can be understood from parallel imaging, where coil sensitivity maps (as the sensitivity matrix S in this study) is completely different from the noise covariance matrix.
It is possible to use more robust regression methods in estimating the magnetic field using coupled or decoupled probes such as L1 regression. However, the stability and the order of the fitted magnetic field using other regressions depends on the probability distribution of the error in magnetic field estimate. This remains to be explored in the near future.
In the diffusion weighted imaging k-space trajectory estimation, we assumed that each trajectory started from the same k-space location (Fig. 4) . However, there can be phases accumulated before probe signal readout. We ignored such phases in this study. As long as this phase within imaging voxels is small, this effect will only result a phase variation across the imaging plane without changing the apparent diffusion coefficient estimation.
Although residual RF coupling between probes can be reduced by a balanced transmission line design or using baluns/cable traps 1 , it has been addressed and mitigated recently by resolving the coupling matrix 5 . To overcome the limitation of the host RF system such as measurement timing/bandwidth and receiver specifications, previous studies used a customized stand-alone system which equipped with full RF transmitting/receiving system 1, 18 . However, most customized receiver coil arrays share the same RF system with the host MRI system. This RF system, which is difficult to modify, can introduce unwanted coupling between channels (Fig. 2C) . Similar to our field probe array, the non-negligible coupling from cables between pre-amplifiers and the RF cabinet 13, 14 cannot be avoided completely. To investigate the effect on magnetic field estimates from coupled field probes, we quantified and systematically analyzed the measurements difference between coupled and decoupled field probes. Results show that probe decoupling is important to provide accurate magnetic field estimation in practice.
In conclusion, we proposed a method of obtaining localized magnetic field estimates from field probes. We demonstrated the benefit of probe decoupling in diffusion weighted imaging in minimizing eddy current artifacts. Other MRI applications that can be benefitted by using probes to dynamically characterize magnetic field distributions, such as eddy current artifact correction, gradient coil performance measurements, and concomitant artifacts correction, should consider using decoupled probe data to improve the accuracy of magnetic field estimation.
Method
Field probe construction. A single field probe consisted of NMR-active droplet with susceptibility matching liquid, a micro RF coil, and a pre-amplifier. Here we chose water as the NMR signal source. Such a choice allowed high SNR, longer signal lifetime (longer T 2 relaxation time), and direct signal processing using the same console for both probe processing and MRI experiments. A water droplet was held in the middle of a cylindrical glass capillary tube (1 mm inner diameter; 0.25 mm wall thickness), which was placed at the center of a cylindrical acrylic tube (1 cm inner diameter; 1 mm wall thickness; 9 cm length). Both ends of the water droplet and the acrylic tube were filled with susceptibility-matched liquid (FC40; 3 M, St. Paul, MN, USA) 1, 19 . The NMR signal was detected by a micro RF coil consisting of two 3-turn loops using 31 AWG copper wire. The water droplet was placed between two loops to detect the NMR signal. The coil was connected to a low-noise pre-amplifier integrated with a mixer (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) through a 10-cm coaxial cable and a matching network. The matching network had a balanced circuit design and transformed the impedance to 50 Ω in order to obtain the lowest noise figure. The micro RF coil was tuned to 123.25 MHz and actively detuned by a PIN diode during RF transmission. Twenty-four field probes were arranged on a 5-by-5 3D-printed grid structure (PC-ISO: Fortus 400 mc, Stratasys, MN, USA) with 5 cm separation between field probes. Figure 2A shows the details of one probe and the 24-channel planar probe array. The coupling between RF channels was quantified by a noise correlation matrix, which was calculated from the imaging data collected by the RF system without any probe connected to it using a 2D gradient echo sequence without any RF transmission power (FOV = 250 × 250 mm 2 , slice thickness = 7 mm, TR = 8.6 ms, TE = 4 ms, flip angle = 0°, BW = 320 Hz/pixel, image matrix = 512 × 512 pixels).
Simulation of probe coupling using EPI gradient waveform. To further understand how the finite coupling between probes affect the order of polynomial fits, gradient waveform, and trajectory estimates, we simulated EPI gradient waveform estimated with zero coupling (the ideal case) and with empirically measured coupling between probes.
In the simulation, we used EPI gradient waveform, which is composed of 64 trapezoidal gradient waveforms, with 500 us ramp time, 1000 us flat top time and maximal amplitude of 10, 20, 30, and 40 mT/m. The field probe array with the same S matrix and location as the empirical data were used in this simulation with sampling rate 1 MHz. The 1 st to 4 th -order dynamic magnetic field map (q = 1, 2, 3, 4 in Eq. [11] ) were estimated, and the estimation error was quantified as the mean magnetic field difference between the estimated magnetic field and the actual magnetic field at 24 probe locations over the entire EPI gradient waveform. Due to the fact that the accumulated phase error is directly related to the image reconstruction error, we also quantified the accumulated phase error as the mean difference between the estimated accumulated phase and the actual accumulated phase at 24 probe locations over entire EPI gradient waveform. Note that we did not measure the error of the gradient waveform or k-space trajectory, because both the gradient waveform and the k-space trajectory make more sense when the linear magnetic field (the 1 st order polynomial fit) is involved. 2 , image matrix = 64 × 64, and slice thickness = 4 mm) was performed using a spin-echo diffusion sequence 20 with EPI readouts. Note that, the probes were excited after turning off the diffusion sensitive gradients. This adjustment was necessary to minimize the dephasing of the magnetization of the NMR-active droplet inside the probe caused by diffusion gradients. Three dynamic magnetic field waveforms during one EPI readout were plotted: 1) a localized dynamic magnetic field estimated at a single probe without other 23 probes, 2) a localized dynamic magnetic field estimated at a single probe with 24 coupled probes, and 3) a localized dynamic magnetic field estimated at a single probe with 24 decoupled probes.
Gradient waveform and
We also measured k-space trajectories (with the constraint q = 1 in Eq. [10] ) from coupled and decoupled field probes. The 2D k-space coordinates at time instant t τ were The trajectories difference between the designed and the measured trajectories without applying diffusion sensitive gradient were calculated. This difference trajectory was meant to characterize eddy current effects caused by fast switching gradients in EPI. The difference between two measured trajectories, with and without applying diffusion sensitive gradient, were also calculated. This difference trajectory was meant to characterize eddy current effects solely caused by the diffusion sensitive gradients.
Diffusion weighted imaging.
Images were acquired on a 3 T MRI scanner using a 20-channel head coil array (Skyra, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The slice-selective diffusion weighted imaging was performed using a spin-echo diffusion sequence, where all imaging parameters were identical to the probe measurement without the excitation adjustment. The encoding matrix of the diffusion weighted images was created by four different kinds of dynamic magnetic field maps. Then, images were reconstructed using the conjugate gradient method 21 includes higher-order fields in the reconstruction. Four different kinds of dynamic magnetic field maps in this study were: 1) the 4 th -order dynamic magnetic field maps (q = 4 in Eq. [11] ) estimated from coupled field probes, 2) the low-pass filtered (cut-off frequency = 20 kHz 9 ) 4 th -order dynamic magnetic field map estimated from coupled field probes, 3) the 4 th -order dynamic magnetic field map estimated from decoupled field probes, and 4) the 1 st -order dynamic magnetic field map estimated from decoupled probes (q = 1 in Eqs [10] and [12] ). Note that all the 4 th -order dynamic magnetic fields were separately estimated when each directionally sensitive diffusion gradient field was turned on and off. The 1 st -order dynamic magnetic field was only estimated with all directionally sensitive diffusion gradients were off. This latter reconstruction was meant to represent the common practice of diffusion-weighted image reconstruction, where the reconstruction with empirically measured trajectory accounted for the gradient delays between even and odd echoes without considering effects caused by eddy currents generated by diffusion sensitive gradients. Additional images were obtained from the post-processing of the forth reconstruction method using the ECMOCO software in SPM 22 to correct eddy current artifacts in a common diffusion processing pipeline.
Ideally, phantom images should change minimally when different diffusion sensitive gradients were applied, because the underlying structure provides no directional preference to proton diffusion. Accordingly, we calculated the difference image between two diffusion-weighted images with diffusion sensitive gradients applied to different directions in order to understand the performance of eddy current correction. We calculated the mean of the difference image as an index to estimate the error of the reconstructed image. Finally, we showed images of the estimated apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and their histograms.
